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Poetry's plac e as the haunting heart of literature ceased to exist centuries ago. In the ages since,   
poetry as art form  has slowly fo und itself being relegat ed to the fringes of public consumption. 
So much so that in the co ntemporary li terary scene, you'd be hard- pressed to come up with a  
single  name that rises above the sea of anonymity. As a result, those with any lingering  affections  
for poetry have had to focus their attentions on the modern-day bards – lyricists.  

  
Song lyrics hold an  obvious advantage over words confined merely to pape r. When set to music, 
ht ey take on a rich resonance and  hook -laden appeal that can on occasion mask a lack of substance 

When  the words have something  special to them though, the form can take on lasting significance,  
elevating their wr iters to a place that goes beyond the confines of ordinary stardom.  

  



Consider this lament for ravaged love... “Looking out the door / I see the rain fall upon 
the funeral mourners / Parading in the wake of sad relations / As their shoes fill up with 
water/ Now maybe I'm too young / To keep good love from going wrong / But tonight, 
you're on my mind / So, you never know...”. 
 
 

 
 
 
Jeff Buckley, in his luminous yet agonizingly brief career, trod a line between verse and prose 
that was parts tragic troubadour, parts poet laureate. 
 
Frail, vulnerable and dripping with a very human desperation, his songs went against the tide of 
angst, machismo and plain stupidity which filled the airwaves at the time. 
 
Perhaps why his tiny smattering of studio releases and live albums continue to hold such sway 
over music lovers everywhere. 
 
Another writer in the same vein is Conor Oberst, he of the prolific musical output 
through solo outings, numerous side-projects and a primary musical vehicle made up of a 
motley crew of musical travellers, Bright Eyes. 
 
Oberst paints pictures of young restless love and hopeless lives rummaging madly for 
redemption in broad, often glorious strokes... 
 



 
 
 
“I had a lengthy discussion about The Power of Myth / With a post-modern author who didn't exist / In this 
fictitious world all reality twists / I was a hopeless romantic, now I'm just turning tricks; / His room is on fire 
since he painted it red / There are a stranger's silk sequins at the foot of the bed / He has been to weddings and 
funerals but he still never wept / Now sorrow is pleasure when you want it instead”. 



In mining the human condition for tales of sorrow, courage, hopelessness and adventure, 
and expressing them in a manner more appropriate for a novella, he is following in the 
footsteps of arguably the greatest storyteller of them all. Bob Dylan's words are the 
chief reason a case for lyricist-as-poet can even be made in the first place, without 
being laughed off the argument table by literary snobs. 
 

 
 
Dylan's lyrics take on greater significance given each of their contexts. Fiery eight-minute 
monologues against racism ('Hurricane'), pithy diatribes against incompetent politicians that 
strike true today more than ever ('Times they are-a-changin'), downright scorching anti-war 
paeans ('Masters of War') and love letters that simmer with memory and malice in equal 
measure (insert your favourite Dylan 'love' track here), - there's little in the cannon that doesn't 
display lyricism of impeccable pedigree. 



When the words to songs contain flair and imagery beyond the ordinary, they more than 
satisfy the requisites of being labelled poetry – that of displaying language that evokes a 
memory trigger, ambiguity that lends itself to multiple interpretation and a sublime 
rendition of life not really chained to a logical thought process. 
 
And so it is that our latter-day poets have taken over from where the classicists left off. Leonard 
Cohen for a John Keats, Chris Cornell for a Baudelaire, Eddie Vedder for an Omar 
Khayyam, Tori Amos for a Christine de Pizan... crafting modern fables, replenishing the 
poetry goblet. 
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